
 
 

Vantiq Expands Its Footprint to the APAC Region 
 

11 November 2020, Singapore - After a successful partner ecosystem being built in the 

Americas, we are thrilled to announce that Vantiq is now expanding in the APAC region, and we 

are looking to recruit suitable partners in Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, Philippines, 

Vietnam, South Korea, Australia and India to join us in our innovation journey.  

 

Headquartered in Walnut Creek, California, USA, Vantiq is a new application development 

platform that enables customers to rapidly build innovative solutions to drive real-time business. 

These applications combine data-streams from sensors, mobile devices, existing enterprise 

systems and people with rules and artificial intelligence (AI) for real-time awareness. Built on a 

modern Reactive architecture, Vantiq is massively scalable and can be dynamically distributed 

in any environment. Low Code tools and abstractions hide the underlying infrastructure so 

complex applications can be created in days with minimal coding and easily adapted on-the-fly. 

 

Comprehensive Training Curriculum and Programme 

 

Globally, Vantiq now has over 100 partners in our ecosystem. Our Partnership Programme is 

divided into four main categories - System Integrators, Independent Software Vendors, Global 

Strategic Partners and Value Added Resellers / Solution Providers. Prominent Partners include 

Softbank, Infosys, T Systems, DXC Technology, EISOT and many more.  

 

Vantiq offers comprehensive Sales & Technical Training programs to quickly ramp up your 

competency & ensure project success. This will help partners gain an insight into the types of 

solutions that can be built with Vantiq's platform, as well as a basic understanding of the Vantiq 

development paradigm, platform, and development resources to start developing event-driven 

real-time applications. Vantiq also offers advanced technical training for the more experienced 

developers for a handson deep dive into using our platform to develop real-time solutions and 

enterprise connectors.  

 

Advantages of becoming a Vantiq partner 

 

Vantiq is the only low code, no code platform for rapid innovation of real-time event-driven 

enterprise applications. With Vantiq, partners are able to innovate faster and operate smarter 

addressing real-world requirements of real-time businesses. 

 

Digital businesses need to be first to market with new products and services. Vantiq can help 

bring projects from concept to production in mere weeks. Gaining situational awareness is now 

paramount for digitalisation and business transformation. With Vantiq’s low-code and agile 

nature, product and application development is now easily scalable.  

 

https://vantiq.com/partners/


For more information on our Partners Programme, please click here. 

 

--- 

 

About Vantiq 

Vantiq enables customers to build next-generation applications that combine real-world data 

and real-time events. Their agile development environment allows complex applications to be 

created in weeks with minimal coding, taking full advantage of artificial intelligence (AI), Internet 

of Things (IoT) and edge computing. Vantiq powers a broad array of applications for smart 

cities, smart buildings, oil and gas, telecom, healthcare and other industries. Vantiq was 

founded in 2015 by technology veterans Marty Sprinzen and Paul Butterworth, co-founders of 

Forte Software. 

Learn more at Vantiq.com 

 

Media Contact Information 

Charlene Chen 

Marketing & Communications Manager, APAC 

Email: cchen@vantiq.com 
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